CSULB STUDENT RESEARCH COMPETITION
REGISTRATION FORM
Due Date: Wednesday, February 1, 2017 before 12:00 PM
Event Date: Friday, February 17, 2017

Name: ________________________________ Student ID #: _____________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________

Phone: (_____) _____-_______  Email: ______________________________________

Class Standing: Fr__ So__ Jr__ Sr__ Grad__

Major: ___________________ Degree Objective: BA/BFA/BS_____ MA/MFA/MS_____  

Title of Paper: __________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Discipline Group in Which This Paper Best Fits (check one):

_____ Behavioral and Social Sciences

_____ Biological and Agricultural Sciences

_____ Business, Economics, and Public Administration

_____ Creative Arts and Design

_____ Education

_____ Engineering and Computer Science

_____ Health, Nutrition, and Clinical Sciences (including Psychology)

_____ Humanities and Letters (including Art History)

_____ Physical and Mathematical Sciences

NOTE: The Office of Academic Affairs reserves the right to adjust (i.e., combine or divide) the categories as numbers of submissions necessitate and to reassign papers accordingly.

Audio-visual equipment needs (data projectors may be requested, but students must bring their own laptop computer): ______________________________________

REMINDER: Papers must not be longer than five (5) double-spaced pages, or approximately 1250 words (not including references). Registration form and paper (1 physical and 1 electronic copy required) are due in the Academic Events Office (AS-124) no later than 12:00 p.m. on Wednesday, February 1, 2017. Late submissions cannot be accepted. Electronic paper copy must be emailed to michelle.terry@csulb.edu before the deadline.

California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo is hosting the CSU Statewide Student Research Competition on April 28-29, 2017. If invited to compete for CSULB, I am available to attend (check one):

Yes____  No____

Faculty Member’s Name: __________________________________________________

The Faculty Member acts as a mentor/sponsor and should read the student’s draft and provide advice for strengthening it. In the sciences and engineering, the student and professor typically work together on the research, but in the humanities and social sciences the student’s research may be more independent – like a paper for a class.

Department: ___________________________ Campus Phone Extension: 5-________

Faculty Member’s Signature: _______________________________________________

Questions regarding the Student Research Competition, please contact Michelle Terry at michelle.terry@csulb.edu or (562) 985-4546.